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I'd like to know if you can work with a pre-made 19" rack panel. The rack chassis' that I buy have
removable front and rear panels with flanges (to hold the lids) that run the length of the panels.

Here's a picture of what I'm talking about:

Here's the dimensions of the panels:

Obviously I've already drilled the panel on the left, but the panels come with the 19" rackmounting
holes and chassis assembly holes pre-drilled.

It would be absolutely great if you can work with these as it would make my life much easier.

Let me know,
Jason
www.square1cas.com
Posted By: stilw el on Dec 02, 2007 04:01AM Category: Production

Reply

Yes, we definitely can work with those panels, and if required even on the back side (e.g. for
removing some of the flange in certain areas)

Regards,
Diane
Posted By: Diane Haensel on Dec 03, 2007 06:39PM

Reply

Yes, we definitely can work with those panels, and if required even on the back side (e.g. for
removing some of the flange in certain areas)

Regards,
DianeThat's fantastic news. I'm sure my clients will be happy to hear this.
Posted By: Jason on Dec 03, 2007 09:02PM

Reply

Hi! I'm John Strass and i like your site!
cheap viagra
Thank you!
Posted By: cheap viagra on Feb 03, 2008 08:23AM

Reply

Hi! I'm David Banner! Your site is good, i love it!
viagar dolpins.info/viarga.html viagar dolpins.info/viarga.html
Thank you!
Posted By: vigra on Feb 05, 2008 12:39AM

Reply

Hi! I'm Dr. Phillips! I love your site - it's really good!
buy viagra buy viagra
buy viagra
Thank you!
Posted By: buy viagra on Feb 08, 2008 07:17PM
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